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1. PREFACE

The beginning of our studio Storytelling Scenario 
Planning was also the start of the lockdown during 
the Corona crisis. We want to make short films about 
the future developments in our interiors and their 
new connections to the outside. It was important for 
us to research and portray the everyday changes in 
our society, especially in professional life, because it 
affects each and every one of us. Through conversa-
tions and interviews with friends and colleagues we 
got an insight into their current situation and how they 
deal with self-isolation. We want to find out how the 
domestic space is changing in terms of our furniture 
and interior. Through our own observations in our 
home, we discovered that there are many overlaps in 
the spaces in which we now work and live at the same 
time. So dining tables become workplaces as well as 
our beds. 

We started to think about, what a bed can be? What 
can a bed be used for? In our filmic warm-up we tried 
to portrait that. We made a short film about people 
eating in bed, working, do sports, obviously sleeping, 
watch tv, and so on. 

After the research texts and series, which you can 
find in the next chapters, we came to the conclusion, 
that we not want to make a film only about the bed. 
We wanted a film, about the staged life, we all had 
in that social distancing time.  Also the working from 
bed, without anyone knowing is kind of a staged set 
up. During this difficult time, we all were dependent 
on all kinds of social-media platforms. Especially for 
people who are single, or live alone, it could have 

HOW DOES THE USE OF THE 
FURNITURE IN OUR APARTMENTS 

CHANGE?

PERCENTAGE OF USING 

WHAT DO WE NEED NOW? 

WHAT DO WE NOT NEED?

HOW DO WE FEEL IN THIS SITUATION?  

HOW DIFFERENT?

HOW DID THE LOOK OF OUR 
APARTMENT CHANGE?  

DINING TABLE = WORKPLACE 

BED = WORKPLACE 

HOW PERFECT DOES IT 
HAVE TO BE/LOOK LIKE TO 
GET YOUR WORK DONE?

FOR WHICH PROFESSION 
IS IT POSSIBLE TO WORK 
FROM HOME? 

BED 40% WORKPLACE 20% KITCHEN 40%

been lonely. The only social contacts some had, were 
on What’s app, Facebook, Instagram and of course a 
lot of different platforms like Skype & Zoom. 

We thought about, how are we used to this staged 
world in our everyday life. How do we all stage our 
online profiles. Especially, because of all this online-
meetings, were nobody know, what you really wear, 
if you had a shower or not, or if your apartment looks 
like a garbage dump. 
We wanted to show this overmotivated and exaggera-
ted staged social media life. This dependence on likes 
and followers and the attention you get. 

02_Floorplan Lauras´ Apartment

01_First idea
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2. LEARNING FROM 
GEORGES PEREC

Especially the text „Species and other pieces“ by 
Georges Perec impressed us a lot and influenced our 
approach to the studio. His observations and thoughts 
really pierce all these spatial concepts. The presen-
tation varies from experimental to straightforward 
description to lists, from fanciful to ultra-realistic. What 
Perec manages to do is present all the facets of the 
ordinary: his writing here is like those representations 
of three-dimensional figures on a computer screen, 
slowly turning to present unexpected sides - a simple 
and yet still surprising trick. Lots of it, of course, also 
turns out not to be so mundane. Altogether we learned 
to take a deeper look at things and surroundings than 
we are used to. Also to use scenarios, because that 
often helps us to quickly understand circumstances.
(Perec and Sturrock, 1997)

04_Collage for the chapter „The Apartment“

03_Collage for the chapter „The Bed“
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05_Collage for the chapter „The Apartment Building“ 06_Collage for the chapter „The Street“
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John Lennon and Yoko Ono, Bed-in for Peace, Amsterdam, March 25, 1969. Source: National Archives The Hague

07_John Lennon and Yoko Ono, Bed-in for Peace, Amsterdam, March 25, 1969

3. BED AS A STAGE

We have read the „The 24/7 Bed - Work, Body and 
Leisure“ by Beatrice Colomina and „The Working Gla-
mour“ by Andreas Rumpfhuber. Both texts are about 
Yoko Onos´ and John Lennons´ protest against war, 
which they spent in a bed in a hotel room. „Bed-In“ 
came from „Sit-In“ protests, as a nonviolent protest 
against war. 

„We knew our honeymoon was going to be public, 
anyway, so we decided to use it to make a statement.“ 
(John Lennon) 

„In the age of advertisement, make advertisement.“ 
(Yoko Ono)

„There is no line between private and public. No line.“ 
(John Lennon)

„The 24/7 bed of John Lennon and Yoko Ono anticipa-
tes the working bed of today. In what is probably now 
a conservative estimate, the Wall Street Journal re-
ported in 2012 that 80 percent of young New York City 
professionals work regularly from bed. The fantasy of 
the home office has given way to the reality of the bed 
office.“
The very meaning of the word “office” has been 
transformed. Millions of dispersed beds are taking 
over from concentrated office buildings. We draw 
the following conclusion, that we work better in short 
periods with constant breaks. Big companies provide 
sleeping pods and special self-enclosed beds like mini 
space ships. The bed today has become a portable 
universe equipped with every possible technology 

of communication. A midcentury fantasy has turned 
into mass reality. Social media turns us to control 
everything in our lives. In Laura Poitras’ film „Citizen 
four“ we see Edward Snowden up close for days on 
end sitting on his bed in a Hong Kong hotel, surroun-
ded by laptops, communicating with journalists in the 
room and around the world about the secret world of 
massive global surveillance. The biggest invasion of 
privacy in the history of the planet is revealed from 
bed and dominates all media. The most public figure 
in the world at that moment is a recluse. Architecture 
has been inverted. 
(Andreas Rumpfhuber, 2018)
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2nd Bed-In. Yoko Ono and John Lennon in bed with Timothy Leary and others during Bed-In Montreal, 1969. Photo: Stephen SammonsThe Homescape; the New Commute 
Hugh Hefner in bed at work with array of stimulants at the Playboy Mansion in Chicago. Copyright: Playboy Enterprises International, Inc. Source: gettyimages

08_2nd Bed-In. Yoko Ono and John Lennon in bed with Timothy Leary and others during Bed-In Montreal, 1969 09_Hugh Hefner in bed at work with array of stimulants at the Playboy Mansion in Chicago.
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We started to think about, what a bed can be? What 
can a bed be used for? In our filmic warm-up we tried 
to portrait that. We made a short film about people 
eating in bed, working, do sports, obviously sleeping, 
watch tv, and so on. 

4. FILMIC 
WARM-UP

13_Screenshot Filmic-Warmup
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5. REFERENCE: 
DRINNEN - 

IM INTERNET SIND 
ALLE GLEICH 

35-year-old Charlotte wanted to turn her life around, and 
she wanted to do it properly. She has been struggling 
with her job at the advertising agency for a long time and 
things are not going well with her family. But only her 
best friend knows how much she is seething. And maybe 
that‘s just as well, because suddenly the pandemic 
comes and everything changes. Actually, Charlotte just 
wanted to get out. Out of the job, out of the marriage, but 
now she has to stop and stay in it.

By chance, we found this series at the very beginning of 
the semester. The series hits many sides of the Corona 
crisis and the social-distancing connected with it. We 
were partly inspired by the content, especially con-
cerning the topic of home office, but also by individual 
parts of the series in terms of pictures and graphics. 
Everything takes place at home, social contact is only 
possible via What‘s App, Skype, and any other kind of 
social media.
(“Drinnen - im Internet sind alle gleich,” 2020)
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6. REFERENCE: 
BLACK MIRROR - 

NOSEDIVE

The Nosedive episode of Black Mirror takes place in a 
world where people can rate other people in terms of 
star rating. These stars can be awarded for any kind 
of interpersonal interaction. This rating influences their 
social status. The main actress Lacie is a young woman 
who is very dependent on her ratings. These ratings are 
directly visible to everyone. When she loses her good 
rating due to various situations, she does everything to 
get back on top. During these attempts to improve her 
image, she learns that she has to make herself indepen-
dent. She learnsthat she is good enough and does not 
have to be perfect on the outside.

The visual appearance of the episode is, very girlish. 
Everything is portrayed in a very exaggerated way and 
the beautiful, good world is kept in pastel colors and 
everything else is very clean. The „bad“ world is portray-
ed rather gloomily.

What inspired us for this episode was this rating system 
and the importance it takes on. Everybody tries to please 
everybody, or the rating drops. Sure, it‘s exaggerated, 
but even in our generation and the Instagram world, a lot 
of things work through likes and comments. 
(Sophie Gilbert, 2016)

17_Black Mirror Nosedive

18_Black Mirror Nosedive
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20_Black Mirror Nosedive19_Black Mirror Nosedive
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22_Screenshot Laura Trailer 1

7. INTRODUCTION 
OF LAURA

21_Screenshot Laura Trailer 1

We had one basic idea in our heads - the idea with the 
interviews of the different people and the questions 
about their home office. In order not to let it become just 
a pure documentary/interview story, we wanted to tell a 
story with a kind of storyteller, for which we thought up a 
fictional character.

Laura is a journalist, lives alone and usually travels a lot, 
both professionally and privately. She works at an online 
magazine and in a large office with many colleagues. 
Due to her job Laura has a lot to do with other people. 
Her most important utensils are her mobile phone, 
laptop and a notepad. 

The first scene starts with Laura receiving an email from 
her boss in the morning, telling the team that they have 
to work from home starting today. The first thoughts 
that come to her mind are positive ones. She imagines 
how she can sleep longer in the morning, because the 
commute to work is eliminated. Working from the bed, 
so actually no more getting out of bed and sleeping 
clothes. Breakfast, lunch and dinner in bed. In her first 
home office week she doesn‘t realize how much she is 
distracted by everything. Every social media platform is 
checked hourly, she has no movement, Netflix becomes 
more interesting than work, she is unproductive and 
above all uncreative.  She notices that she hasn‘t written 
a real page this week, but she also misses the topics. 
But because of her constant social media presence, she 
also notices that many blog entries and YouTube videos 
about home office are displayed. She starts to take a 
closer look at it and tries to implement the tips that are 
presented to her. No home office in bed. Dress sensibly. 

Create a comfortable workplace. Her idea starts with her 
starting to work at a real desk again. She wonders how 
her friends and colleagues are dealing with the situation 
and if they have the same problems as she does. She 
tries to find a few and talk to them via video conference. 

She has the idea to make a story out of it. How do others 
live their life with home office? 

Because of this social distancing, Laura spends a lot of 
time with social media, especially Instagram. She sees 
all these beautiful people with their supposedly beautiful 
and perfect lives. She wants that too, that beautiful 
home, the perfect clothes and the perfect life in general. 
She searches the Internet for everything she could need 
to do this. At some point, it‘s just that the overload is 
really stressful for her.
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24_Screenshot Laura Trailer 123_Screenshot Laura Trailer 1
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8. GRAPHIC & 
FILMIC STYLE

When we drew our storyboard and constructed the story 
of Laura, we realized that we can‘t use found footage 
from Youtube etc. The idea of Laura was already much 
too precise in our heads. How she should look and what 
she should say. This realization brought us to animation, 
which allowed us to freely design the scenes. 

Our fictional character Laura is inspired by a lot of 
illustrations from platform pinterest.com. Before we both 
participated in this course, we often used the platform 
to create graphical templates for various projects. 
The architecture firm Fala Atelier had also previously 
drawn our attention to this type of childlike illustration in 
architecture. We are inspired by the fact that architecture 
is now also presented with this type of design and does 
not only rely on photorealistic renderings. Therefore it 
was the motivation for us to try it for this Storytelling and 
Scenario Planning Studio.

Pinterest offers a large pool of illustrations that we have 
so far been able to use for perspectives and facade 
views. Therefore it was immediately clear to us that we 
also wanted to use it for this project. This type of illustra-
tion has a strong naive character, reminiscent of 
a children‘s picture book.

The design studio Wave Creative Studio from Southern 
California is specialized in this kind of illustration and 
graphic design. The most graphic inspiration for Laura 
comes from this company.
(www.wavemmco.com)

Also the Berlinger Studio Marin designs illustrations with 

a naive character for different magazines like „Carpe 
Diem magazine“ or „Apothekerumschau“. The focus is 
mainly on portraits of people and advertising.
(www.studiomarin.de)

Habits (Stay High) (Remix) - Queen Of The Clouds
For our introduction we used the track from the artist 
Queen of the Clouds ‚Habits (Stay High)’. She is a 
electro-pop artist from Sweden. And she sings: „Stay-
ing in my paper tent where the fun ain’t got no end, 
Staying in my paper tent where the fun ain’t got no 
end, Staying in my paper tent where the fun ain’t got 
no end, can’t go home alone again. Need someo-
ne…“. It describes the helplessness and loneliness 
in which she finds herself after a separation. This is 
very fitting for the intro, because Laura is also in a 
difficult phase of her life. We also used the song in the 
end scene „Three Months Later“ as a bracket to the 
beginning. 

Sommer’s gone - ODESZA
For the middle part of the scenes we used the sound 
of ODESZA from the album ‚Sommer’s gone. They 
are an american electro-pop duo from Seattle. The 
sound is very happy and light and symbolized a kind 
of atmosphere of departure. 

Club der Ewigkeiten - DJ KOZE
We use this song of DJ KOZE for the scenes where 
Laura‘s life changes. It has a hard beginning with 
clear bass (scene: The Big Bang) and ends with a me-
lancholic melody that reminds of a happy end (scene: 
Change).

25_ Fala Atelier 26_Pinterest Illustration 27_Pinterest Illustration

28_Pinterest Illustration 29_Pinterest Illustration 30_Pinterest Illustration

31_Pinterest Illustration 32_Pinterest Illustration 33_Carpe Diem Magazine
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34_iPhone Illustration 35_iPhone realistic
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9. SCENES OF 
THE STORYBOARD

SCENE 01

SCENE 02

SCENE 03

SCENE 04

SCENE 05

The Big Bang

Self Optimization

Zoom Meeting

Self Isolation

Life Before

SCENE 06

SCENE 07

Three Months Later

Change & The End

SCENE 00

Introduction
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12Seite Nr.LOCKDOWN MADNESS 4/

MAIN CHARACTER

Laura, 31 years old

Blogger/Journalist

Very active on social media

Shares everything from her day through 

Instagram-stories

Always a little over the top

Always this FOMO (Fear of Missing out) feeling

SCENE 00: 
INTRODUCTION 

OF LAURA 

The fictional character is a 31-year-old woman, whom 
we named Laura. Laura is a blogger and journalist, lives 
alone and usually travels a lot, both professionally and 
privately. She works at an online magazine and in a 
large office with many colleagues. Due to her job Laura 
has a lot to do with other people. 

She lives the life of a successful blogger. Maybe even 
an influencer already. Everything revolves around social 
media from morning to night. The most important utensil: 
her smartphone. She takes us into her world of likes and 
followers. But during self-isolation Laura reaches her 
limits. As a single, she feels alone and helpless during 
the crisis, despite her virtual contacts. Laura now takes 
us into her new everyday life, tries out all tips and tricks 
for an organized home office. Everything that belongs to 
self-optimization is now the top topic for her.

36_Character Laura
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Laura is filming an instagram Story to tell her followers 
what she’ll do the whole day and how interesting her 
life is.

Short introduction about Laura and her life she lived 
before this whole isolation thing started. 

a lot of staging - she thinks carefully about what kind 
of background she wants to use

ATMOSPHERE: HAPPY AND LIGHT MUSIC, BRIGHT COLOURS

FEATURES: INSTAGRAM-FEED, INCREASINGLY MORE FOLLOWER, A 
SUPPOSEDLY BEAUTIFUL LIFE

SCENE 01:
LIFE BEFORE

1 2 3 4
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SCENE 02:
SELF ISOLATION

Laura got the news, that you are not allowed to meet 
other people for a longer period of time. All shops, 
cafes and restaurants are closed. You can’t go to the 
hairdresser nor to a beautician. The only thing you are 
allowed to do is to go grocery shopping, the other time 
of the day you should remain home. 

The first thoughts that come to her mind are positive 
ones. She imagines how she can sleep longer in the 
morning, because the commute to work is eliminated. 
Working from the bed, so actually no more getting out 
of bed and sleeping clothes.

Breakfast, lunch and dinner in bed. In her first home 
office week she doesn‘t realize how much she is 
distracted by everything.

Working from the bed, so actually no more getting out 
of bed and sleeping clothes.

Every social media platform is checked hourly, she 
has no movement, Netflix becomes more interesting 
than work, she is unproductive and above all 
uncreative.  She notices that she hasn't written a real 
page this week, but she also misses the topics. 

1 2 3 4

5

ATMOSPHERE: HAPPY, RELAXED -> BREAK TO SAD AND DESPERATE

FEATURES: NETFLIX SOUND
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Laura talks to a few of her friends on Zoom, because 
she wanted how they deal with the self-isolation? But 
they all tell her how easy life at home is, and about the 
different hobbies they are trying.

Some started with a lot of sport some are baking all the time, some do a lot of 
cooking, others prepared their flat, garden and 
balcony for summer

and everyone is trying to optimize themselves

She wonders if this is all true or if it seems to be more 
than it is in reality. 

SCENE 03:
ZOOM MEETING

1 2 3 4

5 6

ATMOSPHERE: LIGHT 

FEATURES: ZOOM SOUND
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After talking to her friends, she realizes that maybe 
she should also do more.

start baking optimize her balcony

clean every spot in her apartment stop use her bed all day for everything wear proper clothes optimize her workplace

do a lot of sports

SCENE 04:
SELF OPTIMIZATION

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

ATMOSPHERE: POSITIVE DEPARTURE

FEATURES: HAPPY SOUNDS
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Laura is starting to have a problem. She can‘t post 
nice photos anymore, nothing exciting happens in 
her life that is worth telling in an Instagram Story. Her 
supposedly great life starts to crumble.

She loses followers and those who stay don‘t 
understand what is going on. She starts to worry 
about whether it‘s all worth it. She realizes how 
much she too is stuck in this staged world and even 
dependent on it. Likes, followers, advertising deals. 
That‘s all she does it for. 

The recognition, the admiration she gets for it. But it‘s 
not really her real life. It‘s a stage that she created for 
herself the way she needed it to be. Could it be that 
she needs it all to feel accepted and important?

She‘s starting to feel very bad. Her supposedly perfect 
life begins to disappear little by little. She begins to 
think about whether this illusory world of the many and 
also she herself create can be everything.

She doesn‘t want to give up everything, but just be 
herself and be good enough for herself. 

SCENE 05:
THE BIG BANG

ATMOSPHERE: OVERLOADED, DISTRESSED

FEATURES: DRASTIC SOUNDS, COMPUTERVOICES

1 2 3 4

5 6
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SCENE 06:
CHANGE & THE END

The negative reviews and comments are destroying 
Laura. 

It continues, she receive unwanted messages on her 
mobile phone. Laura decides she‘d better put it away.

„Pling!“ And again she puts the phone away. That 
goes on for a while. Laura doesn‘t want to handle with 
it right now.

The measures are eased and you are allowed to go 
out the door again to meet friends. 

Laura calls her friend and wants to meet her in a park. 
She goes to the door, walks out. The door closes. 

ATMOSPHERE: RESOLUTENESS

FEATURES: HAPPY END SOUNDS, COMPUTERVOICE

1 2 3 4

5 6

Her smartphone sounds up, she has a new notification 
on Instagram.

7 8

Laura comes in, puts her smartphone on the 
sideboard, smiles and closes the door from the 
outside.

She feels liberated without her smartphone.
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SCENE 07:
THREE MONTHS LATER

1 2 3 4

5 6

She spend her time with amazing people, practiced a 
lot of yoga and enjoyed healthy food.

ATMOSPHERE: PEACEFUL, SMOOTH LIGHTS

FEATURES: HAPPY SOUND

Laura is already one month offline... ...is two months offline... ... three months. Nobody knows where she is. Laura travelled to the island Bali.

She learned to love herself and want to share this 
knowledge about self-love with others.
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10. SCENES OF
 THE FILM

SCENE 01

SCENE 02

SCENE 03

SCENE 04

SCENE 05

The Big Bang

Self Optimization

Zoom Meeting

Self Isolation

Life Before

SCENE 06

SCENE 07

Three Months Later

Change & The End

SCENE 00

Introduction
Laura‘s staged home
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SCENE 00:
INTRODUCTION 

OF LAURA 

During the process of story finding and composition of 
the graphics, we decided to change Laura a little bit 
more. We wanted to show this perfect „blogger style“ in 
the representation of Laura as well. The first Laura was 
rather a lively young woman, who looked a little bit chee-
ky and sweet. The new Laura was to be open minded 
and modern in order to perfectly underline her role as 
the main protagonist. 
Laura introduces herself as a blogger. She says: „Hi 
everybody! My name is Laura and I work as a blogger 
and journalist for onMagazine. I am thirty-one years old 
and live in a single apartment. I love to try out the latest 
trends in fashion, lifestyle and food!  You wanna know 
more about me? Check out my blog on instagram!
Swipe up!“
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82_Collage of our idea

83_Laura Instagramstory

84_Laura with her bag
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SCENE 00:
 LAURA‘S STAGED 

HOME

In the beginning we dealt with the bed as a stage. In our 
studio meetings with Zoom we often talked about the 
subject of the staged backgrounds. Each of us sees the 
private space of the others and presents his own private 
space. Some people consciously design this background 
behind their own profile picture, others do so unconsci-
ously. The boundary between the private and the public 
is blurred by this medium of video conference.
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SCENE 01: 
LIFE BEFORE

Life before is a short introduction about Laura and her 
life she lived before this whole isolation thing started. 
Laura is filming an instagram Story to tell her followers 
what she’ll do the whole day and how interesting her 
life is. She posts some new pictures and gets fifty new 
followers on her blog this day. The instagram hearts are  
Laura is making another Instagram Story in which she 
talks to her fans. She is thankful for the positive rating 
with these words: „Oh my god! I can’t believe it! I got fifty 
new followers today! Thank you guys!“

89_Life Before
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SCENE 02: 
SELF ISOLATION

Laura got the news, that you are not allowed to meet 
other people for a longer period of time. All shops, 
cafes and restaurants are closed. You can’t go to the 
hairdresser nor to a beautician. The only thing you are 
allowed to do is to go grocery shopping, the other time 
of the day you should remain home. Therefore her boss 
decided that everbody has to work in homeoffice. The 
first thoughts that come to her mind are positive ones. 
She thinks: „Uhh home-office! That means, I can sleep 
longer in the morning. And I can stay in my PJs all day!“ 
She imagines how she can sleep longer in the morning, 
because the commute to work is eliminated. Working 
from the bed, so actually no more getting out of bed and 
sleeping clothes. Breakfast, lunch and dinner in bed. In 
her first home office week she doesn‘t realize how much 
she is distracted by everything. „Phew! But working 
in bed isn’t easy! I can’t focus at anything…“ Every 
social media platform is checked hourly, she has no 
movement, Netflix becomes more interesting than work 
(Netflix and chill… I LOVE IT!), she is unproductive and 
above all uncreative.  She notices that she hasn‘t written 
a real page this week, but she also misses the topics.

90_Self Isolation
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SCENE 03: 
ZOOM MEETING

Laura talks to a few of her friends on Zoom, because 
she wanted to know if they have all the same problem 
then she has how they deal with the self-isolation? But 
they all tell her how easy life at home is, and about the 
different hobbies they are trying.

Ben: Hey Laura, what’s up?
Laura: Oh, not much. I‘ve spent the last few days in 
home-office in bed... 
Ben: „Haha really?!“
Maya: „Honey, there is so much you can do right now! I 
started with baking. You all must try my banana bread! It 
tasted just heavenly.“
Karen: „And I tried a new yoga class from this instagram 
channel. I’m 100 % zen now. This is so great!“
Laura: „Oh wow.. seems like you guys are doing really 
well.“
Ben: „Yeah, sure, you just gotta use your time for 
yourself right now. I started with DIY furniture, from this 
youtube guy John. It is incredible what you can build 
yourself, it looks great and is really affordable!“
Maya: „That sounds amazing, Ben!“
Karen: „Wow really cool! Guys I gotta go! My class is 
starting in a few minutes…“
Laura: „Ok! Bye guys…“
Ben: „Byebye, stay healthy!“
Karen: „Byebye!“

Some started with a lot of sport, some are baking all the 
time, some do a lot of cooking, others prepared their flat, 
garden and balcony for summer, and everyone is trying 
to optimize themselves. She wonders if this is all true or 
if it seems to be more than it is in reality..

91_Zoom Meeting
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SCENE 04: 
SELF OPTIMIZATION

After talking to her friends, she realizes that maybe she 
should also start baking more, doing more sports and 
optimizing her home. („Maybe I should try baking next! 
Let’s try this chocolate cookie recipe from this chef 
blogger. Mhh… these are yum! Phew… Maybe I should 
do some yoga after these cookies.“)
Through the Instagram accounts of her favorite life-
style bloggers, she searches for websites that deliver 
decorative items and furniture. She says: „I‘m gonna 
start cleaning and tidying up my apartment now!!!“ So 
Laura optimize her apartment and make her balcony 
comfortable. Then she goes to the next extreme. She 
finds things that she likes, but the possibility that there is 
something even better almost torments her. She wants 
it to be just as beautiful as the others in the photos that 
accompany her for many hours every day. But in her 
small apartment she has no opportunity to create new 
exciting posts.

92_Self Optimization
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SCENE 05: 
THE BIG BANG

Laura is starting to have a problem. She can‘t post nice 
photos anymore, nothing exciting happens in her life that 
is worth telling in an Instagram Story. Her supposedly 
great life starts to crumble. She loses followers and 
those who stay don‘t understand what is going on. Laura 
starts to worry about whether it‘s all worth it and says: 
„Oh my god! I can’t believe it! I’ve lost so many followers 
on my blog…It‘s all too much for me! 
I can‘t take it anymore!“ She realizes how much she too 
is stuck in this staged world and even dependent on it. 
Likes, followers, advertising deals. That‘s all she does it 
for. The recognition, the admiration she gets for it. But 
it‘s not really her real life. It‘s a stage that she created for 
herself the way she needed it to be. Could it be that she 
needs it all to feel beautiful, accepted and important?

She‘s starting to feel very bad. Her supposedly perfect 
life begins to disappear little by little. She begins to think 
about whether this illusory world of the many and also 
she herself create can be everything. She doesn‘t want 
to give up everything, but just be herself and be good 
enough for herself.

93_Big Bang 01
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SCENE 06: 
CHANGE & THE END

The negative reviews and comments are destroying 
Laura. It continues, she receives unwanted messages 
on her mobile phone. Laura decides she‘d better put it 
away. „Pling!“ And again she puts the phone away. That 
goes on for a while. Laura doesn‘t want to handle with it 
right now and says: „I don‘t need this! No comments, no 
opinions, no smartphone! I need to get out of this! I quit!
Time for a day off!“

The measures are eased and you are allowed to go out 
the door again to meet friends. Laura calls her friend and 
wants to meet her in a park. She goes to the door, walks 
out. The door closes. Her smartphone sounds up, she 
has a new notification on Instagram. Door opens again. 
Laura comes in, puts her smartphone on the sideboard, 
smiles and closes the door from the outside. She feels 
liberated without her smartphone.
To be continued…

95_Change
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SCENE 07: 
THREE MONTHS 

LATER

After three months being offline. Laura went travelling all 
over the world. She has now arrived in Asia on Bali. She 
has made the experience to look at the world around her 
without her smartphone camera. Laura has found herself 
and is at peace with herself. She has learned to love 
herself without listening to the opinions of others. Laura 
now wants to share this knowledge about self-love on to 
others through her blog. She speaks to her Instagram 
community:
 „Namaste my loved-ones,

I spent the last three weeks on the beautiful island of 
Bali. I met amazing people, practiced a lot of yoga and 
enjoyed healthy food.
I feel so liberated and reborn right now. Folks, it‘s so 
important to love yourself and be aware of your own 
feelings. Always keep that in mind! 

Spread the love!
Laura“

She relapse and fall back into her superficial blogger 
lifestlye.

96_Three Months Later
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11. LAST WORDS

For us it is clear that social media is by no means a bad 
thing. Many people benefit from the network whether 
professionally or privately. With our story we would like 
to point out that the rating system on social media and to 
always present yourself can also have negative aspects. 
Everyone has to find a way to deal with this medium and 
has to decide for yourself why you use it.

In our generation „Millenials or Generation Y“ most 
people do have social-media accounts and share parts 
of their life with all of us. People show what they want 
to show, namely the best side of their lives. Often we 
do not know for the first time why we post some things 
in public. There is a thin line between conscious and 
unconscious behavior and a constant urge to belong to 
the others.

Many are influenced by the inspiring lives of bloggers 
and want to achieve the same. This constant feeling 
of „I‘m not good enough“ and „I need to work more, 
find great hobbies and generally achieve more“. We 
see people who always eat healthy food, do sports, 
are successful in their jobs and want to emulate these 
people. Especially in the current situation, where we 
had to spend so much time alone at home, we spend 
even more time combing through social media and being 
influenced. You sit at home on the couch in jogging 
pants and watch series and others show how productive 
they are. But we don‘t know what‘s true or what is just a 
staged scenery.

97_Last Words
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